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Derbyshire, these broken images from the dust-bins of an-
tiquity meant nothing but desolate bits of pottery labelled with
paper tags. Wizzie had been taken once by Sister Bridget to
visit a provincial museum and she remembered how, as she
followed the heavy black robes of the nun, the whole place had
smelt of a sepulchre, and had suggested at the same time a
conspiracy of one's godfathers and godmothers to take away
even what excitement the bones of death possessed by putting
them under glass cases.
Thus our friend, buoyed up by the thought that in a minute
or two she'd be seeing Uryen, kept smiling and nodding to old
Teucer across the agitated D.who himself all this while was aton-
ing for his recent shame by squeezing her arm with ferocious
remorse.
"It's a beautiful image," Mr. Wye was saying. "It reminds
me of the enthroned Demeter in the British Museum; and
Quirm himself admits that the cult of the chthonian divinities
from Samothrace certainly spread to these islands; but what I
feel"—and here he permitted to the handle of his dark-coloured
cane the privilege of tapping against one of the faded volumes
hidden in his tweed-cloth pocket—"is that it's all so utterly
unimportant! They weren't so wonderful in their lifetimes,
these religious rituals, only reflections in water, only flickering
shapes on the faces of clouds, but now—when they're historical
curiosities or bits of doubtful evidence in support of question-
able theories—they've no serious power over our souls. No,
no, my boys—I mean, my girls—the soul feeds on invisible,
not visible things! The soul is a wayfarer through matter only
to learn the trick of shaking matter off! Of course matter af-
fords symbols of the soul, and of the soul's journey from one
level of spiritual beauty to another, but there's nothing divine
in matter, except the Divinel The symbols that matter casts up
are like the bubbles cast up to the surface of a stream when a
glittering fish passes by. It's because of the passage of the soul
through its inert resistance that matter produces symbols at
all! No, no, this image isn't really important to us, not to
our souls, you understand, for our souls are off and away, like—
like a shoal—like a shoal of—of—of	"
"Of great white whales, Dad!" threw in Thuella.
"Well—why not? That's not a bad image of yours, Thuella,
That wasn't a bad simile of Thuella's was it, No-man? Did you

